Trap Shoot Rules and Dove Hunt Safety
Please help us conduct a safe and fun trap shooting and hunting
experience for everyone.
This may be new to some of you, but to most, I expect that it will just be a refresher.

Fundamental Rules for Safe Gun Handling
1. ALWAYS keep the gun pointed in a safe direction.
2. ALWAYS keep your finger or prosthetic off the trigger until ready to shoot.
3. ALWAYS keep the gun unloaded until ready to use.
Eye and Ear protection is highly recommended for all shooters.
( Though I realize that there are some that are already substantially deaf. )

Bringing Guns to and from the Trap Range (and Field)
1. Shotguns should always be transported UNLOADED and cased.
2. Leave shotgun in a closed case when bringing it from your vehicle to the range and returning
it to your vehicle.
3. If you don’t have a case, the shotgun should be unloaded, the action open and the muzzle pointed
up in the air or at the ground.
4. If you need assistance, please ask a Range Safety Officer (RSO).

At the Trap Range ( Hunters Headquarters, 911 N. Avenue C, Olney, TX )
1. Shotguns and Ammunition will be inspected prior to use by an RSO.
2. We realize that some shotguns are borrowed or may not have been shot in a year, so there is
no harm in a brief refresher with each shooter.
3. If the shooter has questions about engaging the safety, operating the action, loading or
unloading the shotgun, an RSO will answer them at this time.
4. All shotguns will remain unloaded until it is the shooter’s turn to shoot trap (at the station).
5. No more than 2 shells will be loaded when ready to shoot for fairness and consistency.
6. Guns shall be pointed downrange or in the air until ready to shoot, never behind the line or
towards others.
7. Please engage the safety (if able) until just before calling, “PULL”.

8. After firing at the clay target(s), while the gun is pointed downrange, “UNLOAD” and
“SHOW CLEAR” to the RSO.
9. Return the shotgun to the gun rack until it is your turn again.
10. You may keep ammo in your vest or in a box near your shotgun.
11. Be sure that YOUR ammo is recommended for the shotgun you are using.

If ANYONE calls a CEASE FIRE, you must IMMEDIATELY stop shooting,
remove your finger from the trigger guard and point the gun at the ground until
further instructed.
Trap Shooting Course
There are 4 categories:
Men
(Above the elbow amputee*) This category includes double amputees.
Men
(Below the elbow amputee*)
Women (Above the elbow amputee*) This category includes double amputees.
Women (Below the elbow amputee*)
*includes the inability to use one or more arms, regardless of amputation.

Course of Fire
One round of five (5) practice clay targets will be thrown for each contestant.
Two rounds of five (5) clay targets will be thrown for each contestant.
Each HIT will be counted and scored for a maximum total of ten (10).
In each category, if at the end of the normal course of fire, there is a tie, there will be a shoot-off
to break the tie.
The shoot-off will be five (5) double (pairs) throws.
Only two shells will be loaded for pairs.
The shoot-off will continue until the tie is broken.
The contestant with the most HITS is the winner.

Trap Event Scoring
On the command, PULL, the clay or clays will be thrown.
No more than two shots will be fired at a single clay target.
If the shot connects and results in any visible part of the clay separating, then that is a HIT.
There will be one or more RSOs acting as objective referee(s) for observing hits and scoring.
Thank you and have a safe and fun shoot and hunt!

Rod Gregg,
Firearms Instructor/Range Safety Officer
OADH Trap Shoot Director

